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Chitokaniushi-yama
チトカニウシ⼭
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ONLINE ROUTE GUIDE - Please visit the full route
guide for route description, GPS file, and safety notes:
https://hokw.jp/chitok

1cm on the map equals 250m on the ground
Magnetic declination: 9° 38' W
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この地図の作成に当たっては、国⼟地理院⻑の承認を得て、同院発⾏の基盤
地図情報及び電⼦地形図（タイル）を使⽤した。（承認番号平30情使、第
867号）。また、1/25,000植⽣図GISデータ（環境省⽣物多様性センターも使
⽤し、hokkaidowilds.orgが作成・加⼯したものである。

We created this map using the Geospacial Information Authority of Japan digital
basemap (tiles) and basemap data, with the Authority director's permission (no. Hei30-joshi, dai-867go). We also modified 1:25000 scale vegetation map data created
by the Biodiversity Center of Japan (http://gis.biodic.go.jp).
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The ski touring route up Chitokaniushi-yama (チトカニウシ山, 1446m)
starts high up on the Kitami Pass (
北見峠, 857m) in northern Hokkaido.
This gives relatively easy access to
good snow and amazing views of the
surrounding northern Daisetsu mountains. The basic up-and-back route
along the southwestern ridge allows
some good skiing, but experienced
backcountry skiers will enjoy sampling the various faces and bowls from
the summit. If conditions are stable,
the south-southwest bowl or the steep
western face just below the summit
are good candidates for laps.
LOCATION
Chitokaniushi-yama in the Kitami
mountains sits just to the north of the
Daisetsuzan range in northern Hokkaido.
The trailhead for this winter ski touring
route up the mountain starts at the
entrance to a forestry road near Kitami
Pass.

ONLINE ROUTE GUIDE
Please visit the full route guide for GPS
file, interactive map, and extra safety
notes: http://hokw.jp/chitok

Disclaimer The information on this map was derived from digital databases provided by the Geospatial Information Authority of Japan and the
Biodiversity Center of Japan. Care was taken in the creation of this map.
HokkaidoWilds.org cannot accept any responsibility for errors, omissions,
or positional accuracy. There are no warranties, expressed or implied,
including the warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose, accompanying this product. However, notification of any errors will
be appreciated.
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GENERAL NOTES
On a clear day, you can’t miss Chitokaniushiyama if anywhere near Kitami Pass. Its rounded
summit and thick ridge leading up from Kitami
Pass is unmistakable. As such, it’s one of the
very popular peaks for backcountry skiers and
boarders in the Kitami Pass area. It’s worth
noting that from the carpark it’s about 2.5km
of only very gently ascending terrain before
climbing starts in earnest. In order to make
this route more of a ski than a walk, skiers will
need to make the most of their time at altitude
above 1000m by lapping the steep western
face just below the summit, or skiing the
south-southwest bowl and drainage (note that
both of these options will require very stable
snowpack conditions).
ROUTE TIMING AND NOTES
This route is sporadically marked with tape
tied to trees. Such markings are not official,
however, so it’s best to assume you’ll be
navigating on your own. Bank on just under
three hours from car to summit, and just under
two hours back down. Add on about an hour if
skiing/lapping the western face.
Clamber up the snow bank at the snowed-in
entrance to the forestry road on the Kamikawa
side of Kitami Pass. Follow the forestry road
for 1.5km. When the road makes a hard right
hairpin, leave the road and continue straight up
to the wide plateau-like ridge above. Once on
the plateau, it’s another 1km or so on only very
gently ascending terrain before the climbing
starts in earnest from around altitude 1000m.
From here, just follow your nose upwards, and
you’ll be funneled up to a false peak at 1258m.
If your visit has been preceded by high winds,
the final 200m or so of vertical climb may
be on hard packed snow and/or ice. In most
cases you’ll be on skis to the summit, but be
prepared to bootpack if necessary.
On the descent, the easiest route down is
back the way you came. If you have the time
and energy for more climbing, however, the
steep western-aspect slope just down from
the summit to the skier’s right of the ridge
is sublime. This will give skiers about 300m
vertical descent on a steep slope with well
spaced trees. Just before the slope funnels
into a maze of deep gullies, switch back to
skins and make a long sweeping climb back
to the summit ridge, and head back to the
trailhead via the forestry road.
TRANSPORT
By car: Kitami Pass is very easily accessed

via the Asahikawa-Monbetsu Expressway (旭川紋別自動車道). Get off at
the Ukishima Interchange (浮島IC) and
access Kitami Pass on Route 333. Incidentally, there’s no toll on the expressway from the Pippu Kita Interchange. At
the trailhead, there’s room for up to about
10 cars in the cleared parking area. Just
up the road is the gigantic Kitami Pass
parking area too, so there’s no shortage
of parking for this route.
Public transport: This route is not
accessible by public transport.
SAFETY NOTES
The main southwest ridge is relatively
well defined, but when descending down
to the flat section of the ridge, there are
a couple of spots where one might be
tempted to veer off course to the right
or left. Take special care in low visibility
conditions to double-check your location frequently. Also note that while the
south-southwest bowl and steep western
face can offer great skiing, avalanches
would run far into very tight and deep terrain traps – exercise extreme caution if
considering skiing these areas.
ONSEN NEARBY
There aren’t many onsen very close to
Kitami Pass, or in Kamikawa Village. If
your travels are taking you to Sounkyo,
then the Kurodake no Yu (黒岳の湯) in
Sounkyo (600yen per person) is a nice
place for a soak. This place also serves
delicious Italian food (pasta and pizza) in
the ground floor restaurant. If staying at
the great-value Rikugeian AirBnB in Pippu, then we’d recommend the Yuyu Pippu
hot pools just up the road (游湯ぴっぷ,
500yen). Yuyu Pippu also serves good
value food in their restaurant. ■
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